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Introduction 
Eadon RPG is a roleplaying games add-on for Eadon Character Controller, adding a 
sophisticated character management system based on all the classic tropes of role playing 
games. 
 

Features 
Eadon RPG has the following features: 
 

• Races 

• Classes 

• Alignments 

• Stats 

• Skills 

• Equipment effect 

• Vendor system 

• Runtime item customization via attachments 

• New spells 
 

  



Prerequisites 
In order to be used and recognised, the RPG Addon must be enabled by going to the 
Eadon/Settings menu and ticking the relative checkbox to enable conditional compilation of 
the support for this asset: 
 

 
The Eadon RPG addon folder can be moved freely in the project to suit your organizational 
needs. All the wizards and other scripts rely on the presence of a file named “RPG 
Locator.asset” in the Eadon RPG folder to locate the folder and all relative paths. Please do 
not move or rename this file. 
  



Configuration 
Before a character can be created, the RPG system must be configured. Eadon RPG is 
configured through a set of ScriptableObjects that determine what exists in the system. All 
Eadon RPG ScriptableObjects can be created using commands found under the Assets -> 
Create -> Eadon RPG menu. 
 

Stats 
Every character stat in the system need to be defined in a ScriptableObject asset. The asset 
contains the definition of the stat, it’s based on the existing Eadon Character Controller stats 
(health and stamina) but adds new fields: 
 

 
 
Field name Purpose 

Stat A string containing the stat name 
Fallback Stat The name of the stat to fallback to if the stat needs to be 

reduced and the result would be below zero. Used, for 
example, to drain health if Stamina goes to zero 

Stat Category A StringReference indicating the category of the Stat (optional) 
Stat Type A StringReference indicating the type of the Stat (optional) 
Acronym An optional acronym used to identify the stat, used in the UI 

system 
Min Value The minimum value of the stat 



Max Value The maximum value of the stat 
Affects HP A boolean indicating if the stat affects hit points 
Affects Stamina A boolean indicating if the stat affects stamina 
Affects Mana A boolean indicating if the stat affects mana 
Affects Weight Limits A boolean indicating if the stat affects weight limits 
Affects Spell Scale A boolean indicating if the stat affects spell scale 
Affects Damage A boolean indicating if the stat affects damage 

 

Skills 
Every skill in the system need to be defined in a ScriptableObject asset. The asset contains 
the definition of the skill: 
 

 
 
 
Field name Purpose 

Skill A string containing the skill name 
Skill Category A StringReference indicating the category of the Skill (optional) 
Skill Type A StringReference indicating the type of the Skill (optional) 
Min Value The minimum value of the skill 
Max Value The maximum value of the skill 
Related Stat A field for the reference to the Stat Scriptable Object that 

defines the Stat the skill depends on 
Affects Damage A boolean indicating if the skill affects damage 
Add Stat Bonus To Skill A boolean indicating if the stat bonus adds to the skill 

 



Races 
Every race in the system need to be defined in a ScriptableObject asset. The asset contains 
the definition of the race: 
 

 
 
Field name Purpose 

Race A string containing the race name 
Stat Modifiers An array of modifiers to the character Stats. See below for 

details 

Skill Modifiers An array of modifiers to the character Skills. See below for 
details 

Race Resistances An array of modifiers to the character resistances. See below 
for details 

Race Talents An array of talents that are granted by the race at character 
creation 

Base Armour A field for the natural armour value for the race 
 

Stat Modifiers 
Stat modifiers have two fields. The first is a reference to the Stat ScriptableObject for the 
stat to modify, the second is an int for the actual modifier. Modifiers can be positive (to 
increase the value) or negative (to decrease the value). 
 

Skill Modifiers 
Like Stat modifiers, Skill modifiers have two fields. The first is a reference to the Skill 
ScriptableObject for the Skill to modify, the second is an int for the actual modifier. 
Modifiers can be positive (to increase the value) or negative (to decrease the value). 
 

Race Resistances 
Race resistances have two fields. The first is the damage type, a placeholder for a 
DamageType ScriptableObject (see below). The second is the actual resistance value.  



 

Classes 
Every class in the system need to be defined in a ScriptableObject asset. The asset contains 
the definition of the class: 
 

 
 
Field name Purpose 

Class Name A string containing the race name 
Stat Modifiers An array of modifiers to the character Stats. See below for 

details 
Skill Modifiers An array of modifiers to the character Skills. See below for 

details 
Class Resistances An array of modifiers to the character resistances. See below 

for details 
Class Talents An array of talents that are granted by the class at character 

creation 
Base Armour A field for the natural armour value for the race 
Damage Bonus A field for the class damage bonus 

Magic Resistance 
Multiplier 

A field for a multiplier to magical resistance values 

AI Attack At Range  A Boolean to indicate that an AI character can attack at range 
 

Stat Modifiers 
Stat modifiers are exactly like race stat modifiers 
 



Skill Modifiers 
Skill modifiers are exactly like race skill modifiers 
 

Class Resistances 
Class resistances are damage resistances exactly like Race resistances. 
 

Alignments 
Every alignment in the system need to be defined in a ScriptableObject asset. The asset 
contains the definition of the alignment: 
 

 
 
Field name Purpose 

Alignment A string containing the alignment name 
Alignment Resistances An array of modifiers to the character resistances. See below 

for details 
 

Alignment Resistances 
Alignment resistances are damage resistances exactly like Race resistances. 
 

Damage Types 
Every damage type in the system need to be defined in a ScriptableObject asset. The asset 
contains the definition of the damage type: 
 
Field name Purpose 

Damage Type A string containing the damage type name 
Condition Effect (Optional) a prefab for a condition effect (i.e. a particle effect) 

to be activated when the character is affected by the damage 
type 

 
Damage types are needed for damage mitigation (specific resistances from race, class or 
equipment). It’s entirely optional, except that at least one damage type (“Physical”) needs 
to be defined for normal melee/shooting damage to work. 
 



Talents 
Talents are special abilities or bonuses that a character can acquire every x levels.  
 

 
 
Field name Purpose 

Talent Name The name of the talent 
Talent Description The description of the talent 
Icon The icon to use in the UI 
Talent Type The type of talent. Choice of Stat Bonus, Skill Bonus, Resistance 

Bonus, Spell-like ability, Extra Damage, Extra Armour, Extra Life, 
Extra Life Regeneration, Extra Mana, Extra Mana Regeneration, 
Extra Stamina, Extra Weight Capacity 

Prerequisites A list of all the prerequisites for the talent. Leave empty for no 
prerequisite. If you add prerequisites, ALL of them need to be 
satisfied 

 
Every talent type has related fields to specify, the stat, skill, etc to affect and the bonus 
value. 
 
Talent prerequisites offer the choice of: 

• Must Be Race 

• Must Not Be Race 

• Must Be Class 

• Must Not Be Class 

• Must Be Alignment 

• Must Not Be Alignment 

• Has Talent 

• Does Not Have Talent 



• Has Skill At Min Value 

• Has Stat At Min Value 

• Min Level 

 

Eadon RPG Defaults 
This is a ScriptableObject containing the default values for the whole system. The values are 
as follows: 



 
 
Field name Purpose Default 

Base Hp The base HP for a character 36 
HP Per Level The HP increase per level 4 
Base Mana The base Mana for a character 100 



Mana Per Int The mana increase per point of stat 6 
Base Stamina The base Stamina for a character 150 
Resistance Per Level Resistance gained per level 0.05 
Damage Per Level Bonus damage gained per level 2 
Level Up XP Base Baseline XP needed to level up, see below 1000 
Level Up XP Band Band Cost XP, see below 250 
Armour Reduction Damage reduction per point of Armour 0.05 
Spell Power Scale Spell Power Scale (1 + bonus stats * scale) 0.01 
Spell Power Max Spell scale limit 3 
Spell Scale Increase 
Per Level 

How much the Spell Scale Increases per level 0.1 

Max Level Level cap 999 
Stat Min Value Minimum value for a stat 3 
Stat Max Value Maximum value for a stat 99 
Stat Initial Value Default initial value for a stat 8 
Level Up Stat Points How many stat points are earned on level up 4 
Initial Unspent Stat 
Points 

Initial additional stat points to allocate at 
character creation 

0 

Skill Max Value Maximum value for a skill 99 
Skill Initial Value Default initial value for a skill 0 
Level Up Skill Points How many skill points are earned on level up 4 
Initial Unspent Skill 
Points 

Initial additional skill points to allocate at 
character creation 

0 

Initial Talents Initial “free” talents for the character to pick 1 
Base Weight Limit How much character a base character can 

carry 
20 

 
XP calculations follow this formula: 
 

Level Up XP Base * level + Level Up XP Band Cost * level * (level - 1) 
 
This gives the following progression: 
 
Level Xp To next level 

1 1000 
2 2500 
3 4500 
4 7000 
5 10000 
6 13500 
7 17500 
8 22000 
9 27000 
10 32500 
11 38500 
12 45000 



13 52000 
14 59500 
15 67500 
16 76000 
17 85000 
18 94500 
19 104500 
20 115000 
21 126000 
22 137500 
23 149500 
24 162000 
25 175000 
26 188500 
27 202500 
28 217000 
29 232000 
30 247500 
… … 

 
In the Eadon/RPG folder you can find an Excel worksheet (XP Calculations) in which you can 
play with the values and adjust the XP levels to your liking. 
 
Stats can provide a bonus to skills, if desired. If that is the case, please define tiers in the 
Stat Bonus Tiers list. These are (stat value, bonus) pairs. The way the system works is as 
follows. A skill will receive a bonus (or penalty if the bonus is negative) equal to the highest 
bonus that is below the stat value. Given the following Bonus Tiers list, for example: 
 

1 -1 

10 0 

15 +1 

 
A skill would receive a penalty of -1 if the associated stat is between 1 and 9, would receive 
no bonus if the stat is between 10 and 14 and receive a bonus of +1 if the stat is 15 or 
greater. The lowest tier should be linked to the minimum value of a stat. 
 
A stat can affect hit points. If that’s the case, a character will receive a number of bonus hit 
points per level equal to the stat value plus any stat bonus which come from the character 
(race, class). The same applies to stamina if a stat affects stamina. If a stat affects Mana, the 
character will receive a number of bonus mana points equal to the stat value times the 
Mana Per Int value every level. 
 

Eadon RPG Character Configuration 
The final type of configuration ScriptableObject is the character configuration. This 
Scriptable object contains a series of arrays to ScriptableObjects listing all the stats, skills, 
races, classes, alignments and talents available. 



Creating a RPG Character 
Once the RPG Add-on is enabled, creating a character with Eadon Controller has an 
additional option which, if selected, activates multiple fields for selecting the configuration, 
default values, race, class and alignment: 

 
 
Activating the checkbox and filling in the data will, on creation, add a component to the 
character (Eadon Character), setup delegates, link the RPG character to the character 
controller and add the conditions prefabs to the root. In addition, ScriptableVariables for 
Mana will be set up and the UI will be linked to the Mana Stat in the same way Health and 
Stamina are. 
 
The component, EadonCharacter, is the container for the skills and resistances for the 
character. It will override the values defined in the EadonController for health and stamina 
with new values based on the values defined in the RPG defaults, the character stats, skills, 
race, class and level. The actual stats defined for the RPG character will be added to the 
main StatsManager component of the controller 
 



A range of controls allows for customisation of the character, such as adding/removing 
levels, raising/lowering skills and stats, change resistances. There’s a button to restore the 
character to defaults, which means reset the character to first level and default values for 
skills, stats, etc. 
 
Note that if you change the configuration of Eadon RPG, for example adding new skills or 
changing a class/race definition, you will need to restore to defaults, or you will not see your 
changes applied. 
 
Once the component is attached to the character, it will override the damage system of 
Eadon Controller, adding bonus damage to attacks and using the character resistances when 
damage is dealt to the character. This lets the character improve over time through 
increasing damage and resistances due to level, stat and skill progression. 
 
The component has five tabs through which you can visualize and modify the character 
data: 
 

 
 



 
 



 
 

 



 
 
  



Creating a RPG NPC 
In order to create an RPC NPC, you need to have Eadon AI installed and enabled. Once you 
do that, you will get a checkbox on the wizard that will add the RPG Character component to 
the NPC, exactly like for the player. 
This will also add the EadonXpGiver component to the NPC if the NPC is not switchable to 
player role: 
 

 
 
The fields are: 
 
Field Use 

Player Variable The ScriptableVariable for the player, can 
be left blank, in which case the component 
will search for an EadonController in the 
scene 

XP On Death How many XP to assign to the player on 
death 

 
This component is linked to the NPC controller through the onDeath event: 
 



 
 

  



Equipment 
Equipment in Eadon RPG System can increase character stats, skills, core stats (health, 
stamina, etc) and resistances. This is done through this component: 
 

 
 
Once this component is attached to a piece of equipment (for example to a sword) it will 
automatically apply the bonuses when equipped (i.e. attached to the player game object as 
a child) and remove them when disabled. Please note that what gets attached to the player 
does NOT need to have a visual appearance (i.e. a mesh renderer): you can create “magic 
rings” as empty game objects with this component and attach them to the hand. 
 
 
 



Additions to Eadon Character Controller 
Eadon RPG adds the following new features: 
 

Item Rarity 
An ItemRarity is a ScriptableObject containing parameters related to the rarity of the item: 
 

 
 
 
The fields are: 
 
Field Use 

Label The “name” of the rarity 
Rarity Rank The order of this rarity in the list of rarities 
Rarity Price Multiplier How this rarity changes the byy/sell price of 

the item 
Color The color for the rarity label in the UI 
Rarity Icon If set, it will be displayed in the top right 

corner of the item icon in the inventory 
slots 

Background Image If set, it will be used as the background of 
the item slot 

 

Item Attachments 
ItemAttachments are items which can be attached to another item and provide bonuses. 
Item attachments are described in the Runtime Item Customization chapter. 
 

Item Restrictions 
When using Eadon RPG, you can restrict the use of items based on race, class, alignment, 
level or minimum stat value. 



All items automatically get this section when Eadon RPG is enabled: 
 

 
 
If a section is empty, it means that no restrictions apply to that section. In the example 
above, only an elven warrior can use that item, irrespective of alignment, level or stats 
value. 
 
Items which cannot be used appear in the inventory with a “forbidden” icon and the 
description indicates the restriction: 
 

 
 

Money And Currencies 
The Vendor System supports currencies and rates of exchange between them. This is 
described in detail in the Vendor System chapter. 
 



Buff Item Action 
A BuffItemAction is an item action that when triggered provides a buff to the player. It looks 
like this: 
 

 
 
The fields are self explanatory and depend on the choice of buff type. 
 

Pull Weapon Action 
A PullWeaponAction is an item action that when triggered returns a thrown weapon to the 
character hand. It can be used to simulate Kratos’ Axe in the game Gods Of War or Thor’s 
Hammer, etc..  
 
PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS ACTION REQUIRES DOTween OR DOTweenPro INSTALLED AND 
INTEGRATED IN THE SETTINGS WINDOW. 
 
It looks like this: 
 



 
 
The key point here is that Needs Item In Hand needs to be unchecked. Also, the weapon 
object needs these two flags: 
 

 
 
The first is self explanatory, the second means that when the weapon is thrown it will 
remain equipped in the slot (normally thrown weapons are removed from the slot). 
 

Buff Spell Action/Area Buff Spell Action/Ranged Buff Spell Action 
A BuffSpellAction is a SpellAction that when triggered provides a buff to the player. It also 
has an area version, AreaBuffSpellAction, which provides the buff to all targets across an 
area and a targeted version, RangedBuffSpellAction, which affects the first target in front of 
the spell caster. They can all be used to provide debuffs by setting the buff amount to a 
negative number. They look like this: 



 
 



 
 
 

Line Area Damage 
A LineAreaDamage is a component that can be used to deal damage along a line. At Start() it 
will check if any target is in the area specified (to avoid physics issues, the area is technically 
10cm, 0.1f, high instead of being actually flat). It’s meant to be used by attaching it to a 
prefab spawned by a spell with a “thin and long” area of effect. It looks like this: 
 



 
 
 

Charm Person Spell Action 
This requires Eadon AI to be installed in the project, it has no effect otherwise. It works by 
projecting a sphere cast in front of the character up to the specified range and will switch 
the first target to the player group, for a specified duration. The AI NPC will switch to the 
state specified below for the same duration, after which it will switch back to the previous 
state: 
 

 
 

 
Adjust the layers to make sure only the enemy layers are ignored. Range and duration are 
affected by spell scale. 



Charm effects can be resisted if the character has charm resistance, acquired either via 
talents or equipped items. 
 

Hold Person Spell Action 
This spell paralyzes a target. It works by projecting a sphere cast in front of the character up 
to the specified range and stop the animator, set the rigid body to kinematic and stop the 
behaviour for a specified duration: 
 

 
 
Adjust the layers to make sure only the enemy layers are ignored. Range and duration are 
affected by spell scale. 
Hold effects can be resisted if the character has hold resistance, acquired either via talents 
or equipped items. 
 

Area Freeze Spell Action 
This spell is an area version of the Hold Person spell. It works the same way except across an 
area: 
 



 
 

Invisibility Spell Action 
This spell turns the character invisible for a period of time. While invisible it won’t be 

detected by Eadon AI based NPCs: 

 

 
 

Invisibility works by replacing the character and equipment materials with a new material. 

Eadon RPG comes with an invisible material based on the Eadon Invisibility shader which 

can be found here: 

 



 
 

The shader works in built-in, URP and HDRP rendering pipelines. 

 

Polymorph Spell Action 
This spell transforms the player into a different character, by spawning a new character 

prefab and hiding the original one for the duration of the spell. 

 

 
 

The spawned prefab (i.e. the new player character) needs to have a PolymorphedCharacter 

component. There are two versions of this component: 

 

1) PolymorphedController, for Eadon Character Controller characters 

2) PolymorphedAnimal, for Malbers Animal Controller characters 

 

When the spell starts, the new character will spawn with full health and on despawn, the 

health of the original character will be the same (percentage wise) as the polymorphed 

character on despawn. 

If you want to polymorph into an animal, you need to add these two components to your 

animal prefab for the camera to switch correctly to it: 



 
 

 

You need to put in the first a child of the animal where you want the camera to look at, and 

the animal itself in the second. 

 

Push Spell Action 
This spell targets the first character in front of the player and applies a force directed away 

from the player. It looks like this: 

 



 
 

The relevant fields are: 

 

Field name Purpose 

Ignore Layers Which layers to ignore 
Apply On Non 
Characters 

A flag to indicate this spell should also target non characters 
(ex. Crates, barrels, etc) 

Force The force amount to apply 
Force Mode The mode of the force applied 

 

The target needs to have a rigidbody. 

 

Area Push Spell Action 
This spell is an area version of the previous one. The main difference is that, being an area 

spell, you need to specify the targets to include and the tags for valid targets (no tag means 

every tag, including untagged, is valid). 

 

Stun Spell Action 
This spell targets the first character in front of the player and stuns it for a period of time. It 

looks like this: 

 



 
 

The relevant fields are: 

 

Field name Purpose 

Ignore Layers Which layers to ignore 
Stun Animation Clip The optional animation clip to be played by the target 
Stun Duration How long the target is stunned 

 

Area Stun Spell Action 
This spell is an area version of the previous one. The main difference is that, being an area 

spell, you need to specify the targets to include and the tags for valid targets (no tag means 

every tag, including untagged, is valid). 

 

Flight Spell Action 
This spell grants the character the ability to fly for a specified period of time. It looks like 

this: 



 
 

Readable Items 
Eadon RPG introduces a new item type: ReadableItem. A ReadableItem represents any form 

of text your character might find and read in game, such as books, letters, notes, etc.  

 

Readable items can be used in the inventory, like other items, if the character can pick them 

up and keep them. As an alternative, you can place them in a scene and use a 

ReadableTrigger component to read them in game. In the first scenario they need to be 

added to the ResourceManager of the character, in the second case they don’t. 

 

They look like this: 

 



 
 

The relevant fields are: 

 

Field name Purpose 

Title Font The TextMeshPro font asset to use for the title 
Title The optional title of the readable item 
Display Font The TextMesh Pro font asset to use for the text 



Text The text of the readable item 
Background Image An optional background image for the reading UI 
Background Image 
Color 

An optional color to tint the background image above 

 

The text is displayed using TextMesh Pro, which means that you can use all the tags 
available in TextMesh Pro to style your text. For a list of tags, please refer to this page of 
Unity documentation: 
https://docs.unity3d.com/Packages/com.unity.textmeshpro@3.2/manual/RichTextSupporte
dTags.html 
 
The reading UI is contained in this prefab: 
 

 
 
If you have customized the UI and you’re not using the default UI prefab, just add this 
prefab as a child of the UI prefab: 
 

 
 

https://docs.unity3d.com/Packages/com.unity.textmeshpro@3.2/manual/RichTextSupportedTags.html
https://docs.unity3d.com/Packages/com.unity.textmeshpro@3.2/manual/RichTextSupportedTags.html


And set a reference to it in the UiReferences component of the UI prefab: 
 

 
 
Readable items appear like this in the inventory: 
 

 
 



When selected, pressing the Use Item input will open the reading interface which is handled 
by the prefab mentioned above: 
 

 
 
You’re free to customize that prefab. 
 
You can also read items in game outside the inventory. This is useful for text on object the 
character can’t pick up, such inscriptions on a wall, on a statue, etc. 
In this case, you can use a ReadingTrigger component, which works similarly to a 
PickupTrigger component or an ActionTrigger component. You still need to create a 
ReadableItem scriptable object but you don’t need to add it to the Resource Manager. 
 
A Reading Trigger looks like this: 



 
 
Simply add the Readable item in the field at the bottom of the inspector.  
 
When the trigger is active, pressing the configured input will open the reading interface in 
game: 
 



 
 
The reading interface in game is the same one used in inventory. 
 

Alternative Inventory UI 
Eadon RPG v1.3.2 introduces an alternative UI prefab which merges the inventory and 

equipment tabs into a single one. It looks like this: 

 

 
 

It uses this UI prefab: 



 
 
 

  



Condition Display 
The UI for Eadon RPG includes a condition display bar positioned by default just below the 
health, stamina and mana bars. This bar will dynamically add and remove condition status 
icons based on which effects or buffs/debuffs are active on the character. It is managed by 
this component: 
 

 
 
The condition tags are predefined, and the asset comes with predefined UI condition 
prefabs consisting of a UI Image and the corresponding sprite. You’re free to customize 
them to follow your game aesthetic. 
 
There is also an NPC version which can be added to your NPC prefabs and positioned over 
the head (or wherever you like). The prefab for the NPC version can be found here: 
 



 
 
The player version relies on a GameEvent/GameEventListener to update the UI when the 
character conditions change and you need to make sure this reference is in place: 
 

 
 
For NPCs, after you add the prefab to the character, you need to hook it up like this: 
 

 
 
The prefab for the NPC condition monitor has an extra tag to display the period during 
which the counter attack window is open (if set in the NPC attack item action). 



If you use Eadon Survival, there are some additional predefined tags for survival buffs and 
debuffs. See the section on Eadon Survival support 
 
 

 

 

  



Changes to existing features 
If Eadon RPG is enabled, the following changes take place. 
 

Items 
If Eadon RPG is enabled, all Item inspectors have an additional section: 
 

 
 
The fields are: 
 
Field Use 

Rarity The Item rarity 
Attachment Slots The number of slots for ItemAttachments, 

see the section on runtime customization 
Buy Price How much it costs to buy the item 
Sell Price How much money selling an item brings 

 

Character display 
When using Eadon RPG, at character creation the RPG UI is instantiated. This has an 
additional tab to display character stats: 
 

 
 
Through this screen it’s possible to level up a character and increase stats and skills. 



 

Changes to crafting system 
Crafting Recipes have an additional field: 
 

 
 
The Skill Needed field can have the name of a skill to be used for crafting. If set, crafting will 
be enabled only if the character has the relevant skill: 
 



 
 
 

  



Support for Eadon AI 
If both Eadon RPG and Eadon AI are enabled in the same project, you get access to a new 
automatic target selection strategy called RPG Preferred 
 

 
 
This requires you to specify target priority in the Targets tab of the rpg character 
component. This tab is only visible if the character also has an AI controller component, and 
it looks like this: 
 

 
 
This lets you specify (in order of priority): 
 

1. Named Opponents: this uses the Character Name field in the General tab 
2. Opponents By Race: this lets you specify priority races to target 
3. Opponents By Class: this lets you specify priority classes to target 
4. Opponents By Alignment: this lets you specify priority alignments to target 

 
 
 

  



Support for Eadon Survival 
If both Eadon RPG and Eadon Survival are enabled in the same project, the following 
enhancements will be available. 
 

Talent enhancements 
Four new talent types have been added: 

 

• Hunger resistance 

• Thirst resistance 

• Heat resistance 

• Cold resistance 

 

Race enhancements 
Races now can have resistances to hunger, thirst, heat and cold: 

 

 
 

Class enhancements 
Classes now can have resistances to hunger, thirst, heat and cold: 

 



 
 

Buff spells enhancements 
Buff spells and area buff spells can now provide hunger/thirst/heat/cold buffs and debuffs 

(see below for additional information) 

 

Equipment attributes enhancements 
Equipment can now provide resistances to hunger, thirst, heat and cold: 

 



 
 

Survival protections 
All the protections, irrespective of the source, act as a modifier to the stamina and health 

loss due to survival effects: 

 

• A positive value decreases the loss 

• A negative result increases the loss 

 

This allows you to have buffs and debuffs, protection and afflictions. 

 

Survival Buffs/Debuffs Conditions 
There are a number of additional predefined tags that can be used to display conditions on 
the player or an NPC. These are: 
 

• +HUNGER for hunger resistance buffs 

• -HUNGER for hunger resistance debuffs 

• +THIRST for thirst resistance buffs 

• - THIRST for thirst resistance debuffs 

• +COLD for cold resistance buffs 

• -COLD for cold resistance debuffs 

• +HEAT for heat resistance buffs 

• -HEAT for heat resistance debuffs 
 



These tags can be applied to both player and NPCs which use Eadon RPG and Eadon Survival 
and have the respective components attached. 
  
Eadon Survival will include conditions prefabs for these states. 
 

  



Runtime Item Customization 
Eadon RPG supports runtime customisation of items via ItemAttachment items: 
 

 
 
The fields are: 
 
Field Use 



Can Be Removed A flag to indicate if the attachment can be 
removed once attached 

Needed Skill The (optional) skill needed to 
attach/remove the attachment to an item 

Bonuses A list of bonuses the attachment brings to 
the item, works the same way as Talents 

 
Items which can receive attachments have little circles on the left side of the slot in the 
inventory which fills up when the slot is full: 
 

  
 
When an attachment is selected in the inventory, the option to embed it will appear: 
 

 
 
Selecting it will bring up a selector listing all the items which can accept an attachment (i.e. 
which have empty slots: 
 



 
 
After picking the item, the attachment is embedded in the item and the attachment slot 
icon will change. 
 
When the Eadon RPG addon is installed, the InventoryEquipmentSlots have new fields. If you 
want to change the “attachment slot full” image, change the Slot Full Sprite field: 



 



To detach an ItemAttachment, select an item with attachments. The UI will show the option 
to detach: 
 

 
 
The option to detach appears only if the selected item has attachment. Selecting it will bring 
up a picker listing the attachments that you have on the item: 
 

 
 
Clicking on the attachment will detach it from the item and put it back in the inventory. 
 

  



Vendor System 
Eadon RPG comes with a vendor system to let players buy and sell items. 
 

Setting up a money system 
The vendor system works with two different setups, simple and detailed 
 

Simple setup 
In order to use the vendor system, there needs to be at least one ConsumableItem created 
of the Money ItemCategory. It should have a very high value for the max stack property, and 
look like the following example (please note that the values for the consume and equip 
fields are ignored): 
 

 
 



If there are multiple items in the Money category, the first one will be used for transactions. 
Please ensure only one is used. 
 

Detailed Setup 
As an alternative, you can setup the vendor system with a detailed structure based on 
multiple money types and currencies. In this scenario, start with creating Currency and 
Money items. Currency items look like this: 
 

 
 
Default Money Item is a Money item representing the unit of money (i.e. in this example a 
one florin coin). This is used to move money around in merchant transactions. 
You can use currencies to represent “classic” RPG money types like copper, silver, gold and 
platinum or you can model more realistic currencies. 
 
Currencies are used in multiple places. First, when you create Money items: 
 



 
 
Money items have a Currency and an amount. In the example above, that item represent a 
“one florin coin”. This approach lets you have, for example, 1, 5 and 10 dollar bills. 
Once you have all your currencies set up, you need to define rates of exchange in the 
GameManager. If the Eadon RPG addon is present, the GameManager will have an 
additional section for money and currencies: 
 



 
 
Rates of exchange are defined towards the master currency. In this example, the master 
currency is the Florin and you need 2 Guilders to get one Florin. 
 
The GameManager instance has two public methods you can invoke in your scripts to 
convert amounts: 
 
public float ConvertAmountToPrimary(Currency currency, float amount); 

 
To convert to the primary currency, and 
 
public float ConvertAmountToPrimary(Currency currencyA, Currency currencyB, 

float amount); 

 
to convert from currencyA to currencyB. 
 
Please remember that the player will always use the primary currency and the amount of 
money the player has will always be calculated using the exchange rates. 
When dealing with a vendor, the prices shown will always be in the respective currencies. 
 

Vendor Configuration 
Vendors need to have the Vendor component attached: 
 



 
 
The fields are: 
 
Field Use 

Start Vendor Event The GameEvent too be invoked when 
interaction starts to switch the UI 

Vendor Name The name of the vendor diaplayed in the UI 
Vendor Buy Modifier A modifier for the buy price when buying 

from this vendor 
Vendor Sell Modifier A modifier to the sell price when selling to 

this vendor 
Vendor Currency The Currency that the vendor uses. Leave 

blank if the vendor uses the Master 
currency or the simple setup (see above) 

 
The price modifiers let you “raise or lower” the prices for a certain vendor without the need 
to alter the ResourcesManager. 
 
The Vendor component has a public void StartVendorInteraction() method 
which can be invoked to start a vendor interaction. For example, this can be done through 
an ActionTrigger: 
 



 
 
The vendor will sell whatever he has available in his inventory. 
 

Vendors without Eadon Character Controller 
If you don’t want to use Eadon Character Controller for your vendor, either because you 
want to model a vending machine or are using a different AI system, you can use the 
AutomatedVendor component on your game object. This component works exactly like the 
Vendor component but doesn’t require a character controller. It looks loke this: 
 



 
 
And you can trigger the interaction in exactly the same way as a normal vendor. 
 

Vendor UI 
The vendor system UI looks like this: 
 



 
 
If the detailed system is in use, the UI will display actual currencies: 
 

 
 
The left side shows the player inventory, the right side shows the vendor inventory. 
Selecting an item will present a panel to show the item characteristics and present a prompt 
to buy or sell accordingly. 
Pressing the Close button closes the vendor UI and ends the interaction. 
 
 
  



Stash System 
Eadon RPG provides a stash system. Stashes are places/containers where the character can 

drop items and retrieve them at a later moment. Stashes can be of two types: 

 

• Local stashes 

• Global stashes 

 

A local stash is a stash that can be accessed only locally: the character needs to be in front of 

it in order to access its content. A global stash, on the other hand, is simply a front-end to an 

abstract global stash: the character can place items in the global stash and access them from 

any other global stash. 

 

Creating a Stash 
To create a stash, you need to add the EadonStash component to a game object. It looks like 

this: 

 

 
 

The stash behaves like a pickup trigger, with the addition of the event triggered when the 

stash is accessed (used to open the UI), a stash name and a stash type. If the stash capacity 

is zero or less than zero, then the stash has infinite capacity. 

 

Stash Type can be one of the following values: 

 



• Local 

• Global 

• Global Access 

 

Global is the type of the “master” global stash, which contains the actual inventory, while 

Global Access is the type of a stash which lets you access the global one. You can have only 

one global stash, and it needs to be declared in the Game Manager: 

 

 
 



The system will throw an error at runtime if more than one global stash is in the scene. 

The Stash needs an Action Trigger to open, configured like this: 

 

 
 

Behind the scenes, a Stash is conceptually a vendor that doesn’t use money to move items 

in and out. The stash UI behaves exactly like the vendor UI. 
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